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Turn your old, worn out,
outdated gold jewelry into
MONEY.
Now, take a look in the
bottom of your jewelry box
to find those single earrings,
broken and dented chains,
or the class ring you haven’t
worn in years. Then turn all
of it into money now!
We will buy all of your
unwanted gold and silver
jewelry, regardless of what
shape it’s in. We offer the
best possible price at the
time of transaction and will
provide funds on the spot.
Visit us today to see just
how much your old gold is
worth!
Houston's Best Gold Buyer!
BBB Award Winner!
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earl jewelry is the most feminine of

all jewelry. The pearl's lustrous sheen
and color tones emulate delicate
skin textures. Always in fashion, pearls add
elegance and style to any outfit, from a lit-

tle black dress or wedding gown, to cutoffs
or your favorite pair of blue jeans.
Today's fashionable pearl jewelry designs include the classic and timeless
round white Akoya, the large, rare South
Sea,a rainbow of pastel-colored freshwater

add a pair of pearl studs for every day or
clusters and drops for a dressier look. Create extraordinary to ordinary by pinning a
classic or freeform pearl brooch on a suit
lapel or sweater. If you regularly wear gold
chains, adding a pearl pendant will give you
an exciting new look. Next, highlight your
hands with a classicpearl solitaire or an elegant cluster ring. And of course, no jewelry
wardrobe would be complete without a

pearls, and the richly hued Tahitian pearl in
fascinating dark shades.
To build a pearl wardrobe, begin with an

stylish pearl bracelet.
With so many shapes, sizes, colors, and
varieties available, pearls add tremendous
excitement to all types of high-fashion

essential necklace of matched white pearls,

jewelry.
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9521 Westheimer, Suite A ■ (713) 784-1000
www.HoustonJewelry.com
Houston’s exclusive Master IJO Jeweler

